
Nature’s Pride is a supplier of at least 500 different sorts of fresh exotic vegetables & fruit from 

more than 70 countries. They and their various partners make the difference everyday. The quality 

of the products is affected by many factors: the passion of the producer, the dedication of the 

employees, the unique expertise in ripening fruit and finally, the attractive presentation of the 

products on the shelf. That is how they ensure that they supply the best quality which the end 

consumer can fully enjoy every day.

AREND SOLLEVELD

“JASA IS KNOWN IN THE 
FRESH PRODUCE SECTOR AS A 

RELIABLE PARTNER.”

CASE STORY



HISTORY

Nature’s Pride was established in 2001 by Shawn Harris. In 

2005 it became the first company on the European mainland 

to start ripening avocados and mangos. The company became 

a full-service supplier of vegetables and fruit in 2006 when it 

set up its own packing company, Nature’s Pack.

The number of clients kept growing and so Nature’s Pride 

opened its current premises in Maasdijk in 2013. The building 

had such a sustainable character that it was awarded a 

BREEAM Excellent certificate.

 

COOPERATION WITH JASA

Nature’s pride has been collaborating with JASA since 2006. 

Arend Solleveld: “JASA is known in the fresh produce sector as 

a reliable partner who attaches a great deal of importance to 

service, quality and communication. It’s the sort of company 

we like doing business with”.  

MOST IMPORTANT REASONS TO 
CHOOSE JASA

JASA’s experience with Newtec and Multiweigh weighing

machines at other vegetable processing companies instils

confidence. Furthermore, Piet and his team explain to us

precisely what we can and cannot do with these machines.

They don’t do sales pitches. This is why we decided to choose

JASA’s Newtec weighing machines for our mango line. The

Newtec 2009 PC weighing machine is fast and accurate, easy

to clean and simple to operate.

JASA HAS TAKEN CARE OF THE 
ENTIRE PROJECT

JASA has taken care of the packaging project from start to

finish. Their years of experience means that the total

management of the project is in reliable hands. Based on our

specific needs, they designed an efficient packaging line: 

worked but in detail for the operational situation, seamlessly

integrated into our total production line and ready to be put

into operation. JASA provided us with a complete mango line,

consisting of the input of the cut mangos, weighing and

collecting them and carefully filling trays with them. JASA took

all of the work out of our hands and took care of the drawings

and engineering for the entire project for us. Everything was

assembled well so that everything worked as it should so we

didn’t have to do anything more.

JASA Packaging Solutions stands for innovation, quality and 

flexibility in packaging machinery. We specialize in developing 

and manufacturing vertical packaging machines, sleevers 

and complete weighing and packaging lines. Producers and 

packers of all kinds of food products around the globe trust 

our expertise, for more than thirty years, 24/7.
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